Asian groups elect new leadership

The Asian Pacific Student Coalition selected its new executive board last night.

By Robert Stewart

Another year, another board.
College sophomore Olivia Chung will take the reins of the Asian Pacific Student Coalition. The group held its annual executive board elections last night at the ARCH building.

The new board members were elected by votes from the presidents of each of the college’s 18 constituent groups, according to the APSC constitution.

Eight top positions were up for grabs during the election, which lasted nearly three hours and drew a crowd of at least 70 students involved in the coalition.

Chung, who ran unopposed, was elected to the position of APSC chair. In her speech prior to the vote, Chung referred to the possibility of an accounting scandal involving the coalition fund. She also reassured the student body that the money would be going directly to a program, advocating that SARS remain in its current configuration.

She noted that it is crucial that “we don’t lose things that are beneficial to our community.”

Jenny Yen, a Wharton sophomore, was elected to the post of vice chair. Yen spoke about relations between Penn’s Asian American community and the school administration.

“We have to defend (the Pan-Asian American community),” Yen said. “It is becoming the face of the university, particularly today.”

Yen recently clarified that she wanted PAACH to be student-controlled.

College sophomore Christine Choi and Wharton sophomore Thomas Hsu were also elected to the positions of co-programming chairs.

According to police and eyewitnesses, one of the bank’s tellers handed Jones the money, placing a dye bomb in the bag, as bank personnel dictated employees should do during a robbery.

The dye money and render it useless. Jones then fled the bank, running west on Walnut Street. University Police officers spotted Jones and pursued him up near 46th Street.

One of the bank’s tellers shouted Jones as he left the bank. Once Jones realized the bag contained a dye bomb, he allegedly threw the bag at the teller, setting off the alarm.

Berger also claims that during the chase, Jones reached into his pocket, appearing to take out a gun.

Jones was arrested, and the gun clip was discharged outside of the bank. This was the fifth time Jones was charged with a weapon-related offense.

The teller who chased Jones was not allowed to comment on the incident according to company policy, and Company Bank representatives were unavailable for comment.

Company Bank was last raided on December 7, 2000, when a man entered the bank and handed the teller a note demanding

\[ See ROBBERY, page 3 \]

El Diner gets mixed reviews in first days

The restaurant says that problems are to be expected initially.

By Alex Lipinski

Despite relatively large and steady crowds during its opening weekend, El Diner has been criticized by some with less than positive reviews from its student critics.

One such critic, with a variety of complaints about the much-vaunted diner, is former ED ’s Joe’s on the 800 block of Walnut Street — many of them arising from the new establishment’s atmosphere and surroundings.

“The ambience is — there are no booths and the ambiance is all wrong,” she said. “You either have to be a little hard on price.”

College sophomore Monica Liu was also unhappy with the service. Other students agreed that the waiters and waitresses were unattentive.

“El Diner is the worst kind of diner. College and Wharton senior

M. Hoops emerges unscathed

Sports, back page
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**Delta Delta Delta**

Proudly Welcomes the New Sigma Class:

- Faye Arrington
- Erica Ashenbrenner
- Maruska Blud
- Rachel Bobrody
- Lexi Brine
- Alison Capponi
- Jill Carmody
- Urvada Cary
- Bariya Castille
- Caroline Colby
- Ashley D'Angelo
- Argha Daroca
- Laura Ferretti
- Jess Greco
- Mary Goyer
- Dena Gromet
- Lindsey Hagan
- Huma Haque

Lizze Hepp
Elizabeth Irish
Naomi Iwczewski
Kate Jaffe
Jessica Kennedy
Youn Kim
Anita Landis
Ann Laughlin
Melissa Wigne
Kate Lee
Katie Leopold
Sarah Lux
Miranda Maney
Melanie McCleory
Cerie McClysko
Loes Menter
Ana Montabban
Sara Parpahanaj
Irene Peyser
Elisa Ponce
Molly Pendergrass
Megan Scaslon
Elizabeth Seidler
Samantha Shuman
Jen Sparr
June Swartwout
Juliana Tiomkin
Erica Weiss
Brooke Wallace
Stephanie Yarbo
Angela Zilterman

---

**White Dog Cafe**

**Great Meals for Under $10 in our Bar or Grill Room**

- Burgers & Veggie Burgers
- Buffalo Wings & Jalapenos
- Salad Award Winning Nachos & Herb Crusted Chicken & Mashed Potato Sandwich
- Open Daily 2:30pm - Midnight: " til I am Fry'd & Fat."

**Late Night Specials (for 21+)**

Sun - Thurs 10pm - 12am

Taste Why We're Ranked:

- Zagat's Top Ten
- Gourmet Magazine Top American Eats
- Don Appetit's All-Time Best Places
- Philadelphia Magazine's Dine of Philly Daily
- Farris' Campus Favorite & Philadelphia Food Network's Best Of

**3420 Sansom St.**

**www.whitedog.com**

**215) 386-9224**

---

**Area resident allegedly raped at corner of 45th and Pine**

By Alexis Gilbert

A female University City resident, allegedly raped in broad daylight Friday near her residence in the 4500 block of Pine Street, according to the Philadelphia Police Department.

The PPD's Special Victims Unit confirmed that they were notified of the incident at about 11:30 am., February 5. They described the victim as a 19-year-old female, who was walking alone on a street between her home and alleged rapist at around 11:30 am., Friday morning.

The victim, who was unaccompanied by the rapist, was not able to give a detailed description of her assailant or his associates. The victim claimed that she was taken to a location where they would rape her.

Four days per event Submission are not accepted by phone. The Daily Pennsylvanian AOM holds the right to edit listings according to space limitations.

---

**PENN Abroad...**

**Discover PENN Abroad...**

**Scholarships**

For Study in Scotland

**The St. Andrews International Scholarships (SIAS)**

**Students with a high GPA and a minimum TOEFL score of 90 (or IELTS score of 6.5) are encouraged to apply.**

Alexis Gilbert 2001

---
Reading event celebrates the legacy of MLK

By Mary Clare Pearson

There’s a lot of excitement overseas for qualified employees who are being hired at El Diner — who also asked that his last name not be used — for jobs ranging from $7.35 an hour to $10 an hour. The owner of El Diner, however, some students complained that the restaurant’s problem was not an easy one to solve. “If the owner of El Diner wasn’t so busy, he would have to solve the problem himself,” said Matt Johnson, a bartender now working at El Diner. “I think he might be willing to do it.”

The owner of El Diner said that he has tried to hire more workers recently, but that he has had to wait for the right workers to come along. “I want to hire the best workers I can find,” he said.
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Israel prepares for tomorrow's PM election

Sharon has gained more support from Orthodox parties.

Jerusalem — An injury and expected Israeli elections tomorrow mean a difficult choice between Prime Minister Ehud Barak and his push for a final peace plan with the Palestinians, a new Israeli prime minister who would make peace less likely, and the land-for-peace idea and has made clear that he opposes the land-for-peace idea and has

WASHINGTON — The Bush administration will stay on the sidelines and let Israel vote on tomorrow's government, this week's poll positions for tomorrow's election, President George W. Bush met with his new cabinet in Washington, D.C. This week, Bush plans to begin discussions on his proposal for a $1.6 trillion tax cut, the centerpiece of his economic program.

Bush promotes tax cut

The president discussed a retroactive $1.6 billion tax cut to aid the faltering economy.

WASHINGTON — After two weeks of worming up to it, the President is ready to launch the sales job for the centerpiece of his economic program — a sweeping $1.6 billion, 10-year tax cut.

The White House has a full schedule of activities this week, starting today when Bush is set to appear with a carefully selected group of teachers, who, he plans to meet tomorrow with small business owners and on Wednesday scheduled a White House reception for the National Governor's Association. The outlines of the tax program are to be formally released Thursday to Congress.

One decision the administration is likely to make before weekend, he pointed to what he called "grooving" economic new town of rising energy prices, in an effort to help companies and consumers about the effective date of the tax cut. He promised to push education and religious-based help plans. President Bush is ready to launch the sales job for the centerpiece of his economic program — a sweeping $1.6 billion, 10-year tax cut.

President Bush said the tax cut would give the combined airline 26.7 percent of the nation's third-largest carrier, which the administration will stay on the sidelines and let Israel vote on tomorrow's government, this week's poll positions for tomorrow's election, President George W. Bush met with his new cabinet in Washington, D.C.
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Putin condemns U.S. missile defense

The Russian president claimed the defense system would undermine the ABM treaty.

UNNISCH, Germany—A top Russian security official angrily warned the new Bush administration yesterday that a planned U.S. national missile defense system would trigger a new round of nuclear arms race that would entrench Cold War rivalries that the U.S. has worked to end.

President Vladimir Putin's sternly reassured European allies during the conference Saturday that the missile defense system would undermine the ABM treaty.

"We want all those who committed crimes to be held responsible," Zoran Djindjic Serbian Prime Minister.

The United States has earmarked $18 billion for missile defense. The second partner of that money earlier refused to cooperate in the U.S. investigation into wartime atrocities during the 1999 crooked on Kosovo Albanians, including Serbian. The Russian is not the only country that is being isolated from the international community.
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Bush promotes tax cut

President Bush said he will propose a $1.6 billion tax cut in his budget.

WASHINGTON — The president, speaking in a televised address to the nation, said he would propose a $1.6 billion tax cut in his budget.

The tax cut would be the largest in the country's history, Mr. Bush said, and would be a major step towards stimulating the economy.

Mr. Bush also said he would call for a major increase in spending on education, health care and homeland security.

The White House has released details of the president's plan, which includes cuts in income taxes, payroll taxes and corporate taxes. The proposal would also increase spending on transportation, education and energy programs.

The president said the tax cut would pay for itself through economic growth and increased tax revenues. He also said the plan would create jobs and lift the economy.

Mr. Bush said he would need the help of Congress to pass the tax cut, and that he would work closely with lawmakers to get the measure through.

The tax cut would be phased in over several years, with the largest cuts coming in 2002 and 2003.

Mr. Bush said the tax cut would help the economy recover from the recession, which began in early 2001.

The tax plan is expected to be unpopular with some in Congress, but Mr. Bush said he would work to get it passed.

The White House said it was confident the tax cut would be approved by Congress.

The president said the tax cut would be a key part of his economic stimulus package, which also includes increased spending on education, health care and homeland security.
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More violence in Northern Ireland

BELFAST, Northern Ireland - A 16-year-old boy was killed in a gun attack in the Protestant Shankill area of East Belfast yesterday.

The boy, who was shot at point-blank range, was taken to hospital, where he died. The shooting occurred after a pipe bomb and a fire bomb were thrown by the loyalist Shankill Road area.

In another attack in the Protestant Shankill area, a pipe bomb was thrown near a Catholic house, but there were no reports of injuries.

The Shankill Road area is one of the most violent in the city, and there have been frequent incidents of gunshots and pipe bomb attacks.

Other attacks in the area involved the Psaggo gang, who are known to have a long-standing conflict with the Shankill Road loyalist group.

In response to the attacks, the police in Northern Ireland have increased their presence in the area, and have urged people to stay away from the scene of the incidents.

The events are co-sponsored by the African American Resource Center at the University of Pennsylvania. Events are held in the Music Department on Level Two • All events are free and open to the public

On Her Own

A'Lelia Bundles

A'Lelia Bundles spent two decades as an award-winning network television news producer and a journalist. She profiled her great-great grandmother in the young adult biography "On Her Own".

The book was published in 2001, and it has sold more than 100,000 copies.

The book is available in paperback and e-book formats, and it has received positive reviews from readers and critics.

The book is about the life of Madam C. J. Walker, who was a hairdresser and businesswoman who revolutionized the beauty industry.

Madam C. J. Walker was born in Louisiana in 1867, and she started her own hairdressing business in 1905.

She developed a range of hair products and methods, and her business quickly grew into a multi-million dollar enterprise.

In addition to her hair products, Madam C. J. Walker also owned several hotels and restaurants, and she employed many black women in her business.

The book details her life, her business, and her impact on the beauty industry.

The book is available at major bookstores and online retailers, and it is recommended for anyone interested in the history of African American women.

This event is co-sponsored by the African American Resource Center at the University of Pennsylvania.
Recognizing the needs

Wharton alumnus George Weiss' $20 million gift provides for several major financial priorities.

When his community has needed him, George Weiss has answered the call.

In 1997, he stepped up to help a Philadelphia six-grade class go to college, when he promised each of the 113 students free tuition. He's adhered even more so now, expanding the effort three years ago to Education Invision to provide support for inner-city students.

Even considering such generous contributions over the past 25 years have been to his alma mater. Over that time, the Wharton alumnus has provided the University with over $100 million in gifts, as well as his service as a University Trustee. Weiss' $20 million donation to fund undergraduate financial aid and a new campus technology hub — it's yet another example of inspired, well-thought philanthropy.

Not only is the gift of the Uni-

versity's largest in its history, it is also unique in recognizing the financial needs of several different arms of the University.

This is an example of the remarkable changes in the Ivy League financial aid landscape that Princeton University's decision to form a comprehensive plan with grant programs — Weiss' gift plays a significant role in that.

His contributions have on drawing and retaining the very best students to the University, no matter what their financial status.

It also establishes a admirable precedent for other alumni consid-

ering making gifts towards the University. Weiss' chancelfor the University's Undergraduate Committee, is an invaluable asset in Penn's efforts to maintain the cost of education more affordable.

And the inclusion of a technolo-

gy hub and educational program is an innovative concept that will help lay the foundation for a new, techni-

mic programming in touch with changes in the economy and supporting infrastructure.

The very best students, Weiss de-

serves the thanks of all members of the Penn community.

E

tch time he announced a new intestine... I mean, he can throw out all of the things that adolescents go through and get back to us. But let's get real. That could take all four years. Therefore, the next four years probably won't be too horrendous. Yes, he will be great strides forward, but any changes back on, with that. Even so, though, he was silent. He

The start of a four-year slump

IIRC remember really worrying about college until the summer after my sophomore year in high school. I was lucky. That's rare and get-


Teenagers don't have a chance to grow up and figure out what they want to do with their lives.

What can the institutions themselves do?

"I'm not sure college can do much more," says Marlize McGrath Lewis, Harvard's director of undergraduate admissions and the paper's other co-author. "It seems to me that we should just sit it out and get on with our business. It doesn't do us any good to keep looking for the answer...To get people interested in doing something they can write a college essay about...We've all seen through that. And it does more than we've done. It's nonsense. Individuals, in order to shape the institution of higher learning at high school students in what it is.

It'll be harder. I have no idea what outcomes and strategies should do to end this phenomenon. But when they went high school students will be valued by their high school counselors, who rely on the and AP classes. There is America's elite titanic, the high school students are the part they play in what Harvard and its students are doing to keep clean our campus.
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Grant helps undergrads keep studying

The USOC might decide to submit a bid for the IOC in 2016 and open up the bid process to all interested cities. In this scenario, Moran said, there would be a chance for other U.S. candidates, between those that were in the race the last time, to step forward if they choose to bid. "Any city that would go all in, would be all on board for a better team," Moran said.

But if the United States is chosen to host the Olympics in 2012, it might be a long wait for the City of Philadelphia to join the race. "We are at the USOC's periphery," Bonner said.

We think we have a good chance to get the Games (in 2012)," Moran said noting that the USOC is happy with the level of activity Philadelphia has shown in obtaining the Games. "If we get the Games, we will know that we have to decide within the next year, if the USOC is going to have another year doing research at their home campus, and the following summer presenting her research at another institution.

According to Malcolm Bonner, "Phila. will examine hosting Olympics."

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Olympics: 10 years in the making

The USOC will select one of three cities to be its candidate city, and in 2008 the IOC will choose the site of the Games. The U.S. bidding process will be open to all interested cities. In this scenario, Moran said, there would be a chance for other U.S. candidates, between those that were in the race the last time, to step forward if they choose to bid. "Any city that would go all in, would be all on board for a better team," Moran said.

There are currently only two scientists, with the other 120 students in the program, who are working on the program at the University of Pennsylvania. The study will also be used in Philadelphia's efforts to move away from major events. In recent years, the city has attracted the Republican National Convention and the NCAA Women's Basketball Final Four, and has made a stepped-up effort to attract and support the Olympics and tourists to the region.

"We identify and select these students and prepare them for graduate school. We think we have a good chance to get the Games (in 2012)," Moran said noting that the USOC is happy with the level of activity Philadelphia has shown in obtaining the Games. "If we get the Games, we will know that we have to decide within the next year, if the USOC is going to have another year doing research at their home campus, and the following summer presenting her research at another institution.

According to Malcolm Bonner, "Phila. will examine hosting Olympics."

The Daily Pennsylvanian

The USOC will select one of three cities to be its candidate city, and in 2008 the IOC will choose the site of the Games. The U.S. bidding process will be open to all interested cities. In this scenario, Moran said, there would be a chance for other U.S. candidates, between those that were in the race the last time, to step forward if they choose to bid. "Any city that would go all in, would be all on board for a better team," Moran said.

There are currently only two scientists, with the other 120 students in the program, who are working on the program at the University of Pennsylvania. The study will also be used in Philadelphia's efforts to move away from major events. In recent years, the city has attracted the Republican National Convention and the NCAA Women's Basketball Final Four, and has made a stepped-up effort to attract and support the Olympics and tourists to the region.

"We identify and select these students and prepare them for graduate school. We think we have a good chance to get the Games (in 2012)," Moran said noting that the USOC is happy with the level of activity Philadelphia has shown in obtaining the Games. "If we get the Games, we will know that we have to decide within the next year, if the USOC is going to have another year doing research at their home campus, and the following summer presenting her research at another institution.

According to Malcolm Bonner, "Phila. will examine hosting Olympics."
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money. The suspect fled west on Walnut Street towards 38th Street, and Penn Police surveilled the bank's surveillance camera, which captured everything. He admitted to the Commonwealth Attorney, "I think the odds of it happening are really high," and told of the chemicals potential use in humans. "They could... can be used at lower levels than some of the other cancer treatments that are now being researched, so therefore we would have less side effects.

Hoskins, the bidding process for the Games after 2012 is not clearly defined. If the American candidate cities were out on the 2012 Summer Games, it might be automatically designated alphabetical order for the American candidate cities for the 2016 Summer Olympic Games. Therefore, the city that had already applied to other science summer programs, we've had, and hadn't heard about it before, so I wasn't really expecting anything.

If the American candidate cities were out on the 2012 Summer Games, it might be automatically designated alphabetical order for the American candidate cities for the 2016 Summer Olympic Games. Therefore, the city that had already applied to other science summer programs, we've had, and hadn't heard about it before, so I wasn't really expecting anything.

If the American candidate cities were out on the 2012 Summer Games, it might be automatically designated alphabetical order for the American candidate cities for the 2016 Summer Olympic Games. Therefore, the city that had already applied to other science summer programs, we've had, and hadn't heard about it before, so I wasn't really expecting anything.
the two teams increased their leads over the fourth-place in the Ivy League standings.

However, the Elis still have not been eliminated. And Princeton still need to play four more conference games to win a conference title. The Crimson have to play Dartmouth this weekend (he sat out with a sprained ankle). And Penn weekend, beating Cornell 65-57 and losing to Pennsylvania 61-51.

**Sports Page: The Daily Pennsylvanian**

Hm

Although the Crimson have two more losses than the undefeated Quakers and Tigers, Harvard — along with Penn and Princeton — still have control of their own destiny. If Harvard runs the table, it will clinch its fourth place in the Ivy League standings.

Princeton still need to play four more conference games to win an Ivy League title.

**Sports Page: The Daily Pennsylvanian**

**Apply to the Preceptorial Program!**

Preceptorial students, those small, faculty-led, not-for-credit seminars that promote student-faculty interaction and learning for its own sake, have become very popular. The Program is rapidly expanding and, to meet the demand for these mini-classes, we need additional creative and energetic undergraduates to help develop new Preceptorials.

Members of the Preceptorial Program will not teach a Preceptorial themselves, instead, they will think of ideas for new Preceptorials, find faculty members willing to teach, and work with those faculty members to ensure that the Preceptorials run smoothly.

The reward is two-fold. First, members get to see their ideas for Preceptorials come to life. Second, they can partake in nearly any Preceptorial they'd like.

**To apply to be a member of the Program, please complete this application by Wednesday, February 7th. There will also be a short interview.**

Please submit your answers to the questions below online at http://dolphin.upenn.edu/ -preceptors/join.html or via e-mail to brich5@sas.upenn.edu.

After receipt of the application, you will be contacted regarding interviews.

There are no "right" answers to these questions. Answers to each question should be no longer than 150 words.

1. What are you passionate about?

4. Describe any experience that has influenced your views on your formal academic experience at Penn.

5. Please list any extracurricular commitments (clubs, jobs, etc.).

Milestone just one more moment in long season

HAGGERTY from page 12

Penn's head coach John Dunphy believes his team is probably the second-best team in the Ivy League if all teams were healthy. The Quakers have the talent and it's not a stretch to think Penn could potentially hand both Princeton, so they could potentially hand both

49 loss at Princeton sent the Elis reeling into

Although the Crimson have two more losses than the undefeated Quakers and Tigers, Harvard — along with Penn and Princeton — still have control of their own destiny. If Harvard runs the table, it will clinch its fourth place in the Ivy League standings.

However, the Elis still have not been eliminated. And Princeton still need to play four more conference games to win a conference title. The Crimson have to play Dartmouth this weekend (he sat out with a sprained ankle). And Penn weekend, beating Cornell 65-57 and losing to Pennsylvania 61-51.

The reward is two-fold. First, members get to see their ideas for Preceptorials come to life. There are no "right" answers to these questions. Answers to each question should be no longer than 150 words.

1. What are you passionate about?

2. List 5-7 topics that you would like to see as the focus of a Preceptorial.

Please submit your answers to the questions below online at http://dolphin.upenn.edu/ -preceptors/join.html or via e-mail to brich5@sas.upenn.edu.

After receipt of the application, you will be contacted regarding interviews.

There are no "right" answers to these questions. Answers to each question should be no longer than 150 words.

1. What are you passionate about?

2. List 5-7 topics that you would like to see as the focus of a Preceptorial.

Please submit your answers to the questions below online at http://dolphin.upenn.edu/ -preceptors/join.html or via e-mail to brich5@sas.upenn.edu.

After receipt of the application, you will be contacted regarding interviews.

There are no "right" answers to these questions. Answers to each question should be no longer than 150 words.

1. What are you passionate about?

2. List 5-7 topics that you would like to see as the focus of a Preceptorial.

Please submit your answers to the questions below online at http://dolphin.upenn.edu/ -preceptors/join.html or via e-mail to brich5@sas.upenn.edu.

After receipt of the application, you will be contacted regarding interviews.

There are no "right" answers to these questions. Answers to each question should be no longer than 150 words.

1. What are you passionate about?
W. Hoops learn early lessons

By Jeremy Dubert

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — When the Penn women's basketball team returned from the Niagara Falls Classic this week, it was ready to return to its home court with a clear sense of where it stood in the Atlantic 10 Conference and its realistic goals for the rest of the season.

The Quakers finished this past weekend a perfect 3-0 in Atlantic 10 play, a clear statement of their potential.

"Our main objective was to come back from this weekend's tournament and keep our performances on the rise," assistant coach Tony Tenisci said. "We learned some incredible performances along the way.

Despite the dinted Princeton defense, the Quakers pushed through and won by 13.

The comeback victory over the Red and Blue, given the intensity of the weekend, was a valuable lesson.

But that wasn't the only game we played. And maybe that early-December road trip to Chicago will be a big reason why.

It was defi-"
CAMPUS APARTMENTS
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With This Many Addresses to Choose From, We've Got a Spot for you!
DENVER — With 26 points

onto the Nets, the only

strong, surpassing the

highest-scoring NHL All-Star
game ever was that Mario

Lemieux only saw 10

minutes of action and

assisted on the U.S. side of Bill

Guerin, the Penguins' leading goal

scorer and co-
s

assisted in Norway Thursday

day over the World

tizards. The Devils (20-2, 8-1 Atlantic

Coast

against them. The

season. They were

in the All-Star game," said

impressive as what Woods

showed in the first round.

"I was reading the paper

today. It was about the

Pressroom confusion. Boubacar not

going to win anything but a

second place," Gooden said.

It also was the best score

at Pebble Beach, going

to throw a second-round 69.

Buffet elected as N.V.

tops Heat in overtime

Wednesday, Feb. 3, 1988

Super Mario back to

his old all-star self

DENVER — If nothing else

that illustrated how remarkably

good Lemieux's come-

back was, it is that he is

likely to win the

lord in the final five Pro Bowls, the

AFC championship game,

Green Bay on Saturday. The

quarterback, he completed his

first pass of the game and

served as a Paladin on the

football field for four

years. He played in the

third penalty-free All-Star

game last year, and the U.S.

trio of Bill Guerin,

Lemieux had plenty of chances

to show some people we can

play and play well and

score some people we can

play and score. We

got a lot accomplished in a short

time at yesterday's

amount of time. We

could be reunited next year in

a game high.
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Manager and provide support on a variety of projects

person will work under the supervision of the Office

of Career Development. The

and team to support students, Alumni and employers.

Excellent organizational and

communication skills are

sought. Applicants should

send a cover letter and resume no later than February 10, 1988

to Margaret G. King, Assistant Director of Career Development,

Megan, 341 South Preston St., Richmond, Va. 23210.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1 Eve's man

23 17

24 13

26 9

27 5

13 25

14 31

15 29

16 35

17 41
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19 45

20 49

21 53

22 57
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24 63

25 64

26 65

27 67

28 69

29 70

30 71

31 72

32 73

33 74

34 75

35 76

36 77

37 78

38 79

39 80

40 81

41 82

42 83

43 84

44 85

45 86

46 87

47 88

48 89

49 90
Penn pulled out come-from-behind wins against Brown and Yale to remain perfect in the Ivy League.

By Jeremy Dubert

W. Hoops takes control of Ivies

Two Penn seniors are trying to get to the Ivy League's senior night indicator of how this team has aged to win only three bouts in their 25-11 season.

Senior guard Laran Plummers was the high scorer for the Quakers in both of the leagues this weekend. He scored 15 against Yale and 12 against Princeton, as Penn went 2-0 to boost its Ivy League record to 3-1.

At the start of the second half, the Quakers went on an 11-2 spurt, powered by five jumpers.

The Poke's Mike Faust against Harvard junior Dawid Stye Dattij. "I knew coming out first, that [my bout would be] the most difficult match of the season," Faust said. "But I think we were able to win it in the two games."

Penn shot just 10-for-37 from the field in the first half and 24-for-54 in the second half. The Red and Blue upped their Blue up 10 just before halftime.

Dunphy was looking for Penn to take the 1:16 lead, but he was able to roll out of Rechul's leg lock. He never recovered from the 24-0 deficit, winning 85-83.

The Baltimore, Md., native's struggle continued as his steal sparked a fast break that ended up a notch, shutting down loosen's inside game, while forcing a num-

The tone of the dual meet was set by the first bout, and the Aztecs' David Velasquez, who was able to win three bouts in his 23-3 season. The most of Yale's advantage.

Two Penn seniors are trying to get to the Ivy League's senior night indicator of how this team has aged to win only three bouts in their 25-11 season.

The tone of the dual meet was set by the first bout, and the Aztecs' David Velasquez, who was able to win three bouts in his 23-3 season. The most of Yale's advantage.